
1. Introduction 

Disaster Prevention Research Institute (DPRI) was 

established in 1951. The field of research in DPRI now 

covers a wide range of disaster-related topics. DPRI 

plays a key role in the research on "Investigation of 

disaster theory and construction related to disaster 

prevention study”. 

Recently, telecommunication technology and 

multimedia technology have developed rapidly. As a 

result, much information is exchanged all over the world. 

Therefore, to retrieve only the most necessary 

information and effectively use the information is 

important. In particular, we expect that the disaster 

prevention sources will be more useful for the society, if 

a lot of the disaster prevention materials of DPRI were 

exhibited comprehensible on the Internet homepage. 

After the first issue of annuals was published in 1958, 

they keep being published until today. 

However, most of the preserved literature in the 

DPRI is a paper medium.  

In the last two years, we completely digitized the 

DPRI Annuals from No.25 to No.45. However, we find 
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out that "Time" and "Labor" costs of the system for 

digitalization, which we showed last year, were very 

high. 

Therefore, it is difficult to digitalize the DPRI 

Annuals of the remainder of 24 years by using the work 

system in one year. In addition, it is difficult for us to 

search the disaster prevention information except for a 

literature. Utilizing a high-speed scanner and the batch 

processing, we solved “Time” and  “Labor” costs 

problems. And we show the suggestion of the new 

search engine that search a variety of information for the 

disaster prevention. 

2. Digitizing the paper literature  

2.1 Procedures digitized the Printed literature

The procedure that is digitizing the paper literature 

can divide into three parts. 

The procedures of digitizing the paper literature in the 

last year: 

[1] Each page of the papers is converted into digital 

image (bit map image format) files on an image-scanner 

and is saved.  

[2] The blots of digital image files are eliminated with 

the digital image file editor by the manual work. 

[3] Digital image files made in process [1] and [2] are 

converted to PDF files on WinReader8.0 (a type of 

Windows OCR application software). 

Note that the procedure was necessary for a great human 

effort, if we would work by the past way. Accordingly, 

we have improved the work system with a high-speed 

scanner for the increase in the work efficiency. 

2.2 Improvements of the work efficiency digitized 

the Printed literature smoothly

A high-speed scanner is a scanner that can convert the 

paper material into digital image (JPEG image format) 

files at high speed. For the last a few years, a high-speed 

scanner is miniaturized, and is becoming more powerful 

and cheaper.  In this research, we used the "Scan 

Snap" scanner. The "Scan Snap" scanner is more 

powerful and cheaper than all the other standard scanners 

on store-bought scanners. The procedures of making into 

the digitized the literature with this high-speed scanner 

are as follows. 

The procedures of digitizing the paper literature in this 

year:

[1] Each page of the Annual-papers is converted into 

digital image (JPEG image format) files by a high-speed 

scanner “Scan snap” and is saved.  

[2] The blots of the digital image file are eliminated on 

digital image file editor automatically except in some of 

the manual work. 

 [3] The digital-picture-files (hereinafter called image 

pages) are made by procedures [1] and [2], are processed 

to PDF files by each document on Win Reader 8.0 (a 

type of Windows OCR application software). 

The work efficiency of [1] went up by about five times 

by introduction of the high-speed scanner compared with 

the past. However, the digital images that were scanned 

through the “Scan snap” were yellowish cast because of 

low degree of brightness and contrast. If the PDF files 

would be made from those images, the PDF files were 

stained badly. 

We corrected the brightness and contrast on the 

images using the batch image processing software 

“Irfan” for efficiency improvement, as shown in Figure 1. 

Note that we could not correct the brightness and 

contrast by the batch image software “Irfan” on a part of 

the digital images, which include "Figure and table". 

Therefore, we had to manually adjust in case of the pages 

including “Figure or table” by the image-editing software 

“ Paint shop”. Furthermore, there were a lot of blots 

around the edge of each scanned image. We had 

removed these blots by the manual work in the last year. 

In this year, we had removed each page of them by the 

batch image software “Trim Version 1.3” that cuts out 

only necessary part, as shown in Figure 2. In addition, 

we extract the textual information from the digital image 

files with OCR software WinReader8.0 , so that we 

construct the search engine that can search for the data 

files of the disaster prevention research on the Internet 

website. And we preserved the textual information into 

the database, which was used for the search engine. Note 

that we contrived easy ways to reduce the skill difference 

in the operation whoever did them through the process 

(1),(2) and (3). We utilized a slimmer batch processing 

and an assembly-line system. 



Fig. 1 The image correction of the digital image 

 (Immediately after Scaning, after an image is automatically corrected, after an image manually corrected, are shown

from the left) 

Fig. 2  To remove the dirt of the outer part by the batch digital image trim software "Trim Version 1.3" 

As a result, the batch software enabled us to shorten 

the working hours to correct. Figure 3 shows the 

specification of a high-speed scanner “Scansnap”. 

Finally, rest of the Annual paper documents were 

converted into the PDF files to exhibit on the DPRI 

Internet website with the OCR software “WinReader8.0”, 

the same as last year. 

Figure 4 shows the assembly-line work system that 

can convert the paper published literature into the 

digitized literature. 

The dirt of 

The outer part 



Fig. 4 The assembly-line work system that can convert the paper published literature into the digitized literature 

Description of product ScanSnap fi-5110EOX2

Reading system
(Both sides coinstantaneously reading)

Reading mode

Color / Black and white / Auto 

 (Color black and white automatic 

identification)

Optical system / Light source Aspheric lens attrition optical system CCD

Normal mode
Color 150dpi Black and white 300dpi:  

Both sides Single 15 pages/ minute

Fine mode 
Color 200dpi Black and white 400dpi:  

Both sides Single 10 pages/ minute

Super Fine mode
Color 300dpi Black and white 600dpi:  

Both sides Single 5 pages/ minute

Read rate

[It is possible to 

preserve it with PDF 

and JPEG file.] 

Excellent mode
Color 600dpi Black and white 1,200dpi:  

Both sides Single 0.5 pages/ minute

Fig. 3 the specification of a high-speed scanner “Scansnap” 



Fig. 5 The DPRI Annuals lists

Fig. 6 The DPRI Annuals contents 

Fig. 7 PHP computer program display

3. The disaster prevention research base materials 

of the DPRI including the DPRI Annuals  

3.1 Construction of the search engines for browsing 

the DPRI Annuals in the last year

The annual report document search engine that we 

constructed last year is the following three. 

The Contents Search: User choose the volume number 

of the DPRI Annuals and pick up User want a document 

from the displayed contents. 

The Category Search: The Category Search: User put 

the information already user knows in the limited 

category filed box (title, author, publication year and 

other information) on the web. 

The Full-text Search: User put any arbitrary word in the 

text field box. 

The contents search engine in three of the search 

engines is directed to the user who has accurate 

knowledge about the Annuals such as publication year 

and other information. The list of volumes (Fig. 5) and 

contents of each volume were written in HTML files. On 

the HTML file of DPRI Annual contents, the link to a 

PDF file of each Annual document (Fig. 6) is specify 

with each title. After the document is found in contents, 

users can access and browse a PDF file that users want to 

see with a click. 

3.2 The HTML file of contents that was made by 

the PHP computer program automatically 

Last year we manually made the contents file of 

HTML, based on the preserved literature. However, we 

spent a lot of time for the making the HTML files 

because it occasionally happened to make typos. 

Consequently, we utilized the database computer 

program found in PHP, so that we solved the problems. 

In order to make the HTML file automatically, we need 

to instruct the PHP computer program properly, as 

shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. The PHP computer 

program is a server-side HTML embedded scripting 

language. We made the HTML files automatically by the 

PHP computer program after pulling up the literature 

information preserved in the database. 



Fig. 8 the HTML file that was made by PHP program

Fig. 10 the words that are separated with a space 

Fig. 9 The new disaster prevention search engine

Fig.11 a static digital image searched

3.3 The new search engine that can search the 

disaster prevention research materials of DPRI 

including the DPRI Annuals 

The search engine that runs on DPRI website now 

can only search the DPRI Annuals. It is necessary to 

construct a new search engine to be able to search not 

only the DPRI Annuals but also the other disaster 

prevention research materials. The new search engine 

can search the materials based on information from three 

main elements (Title, Author, and Keyword). The reason 

to select these three elements is that the three elements 

are common elements that all disaster prevention 

information own. We constructed the prototype of a new 

search engine besides three existing search engines, as 

shown in Figure 9. 

Main two features of the new search engine are 

enumerated as follows.

The new search engine can search the disaster 

prevention materials based on information from the 

words that are separated with a space, such as “Yahoo” 

and “Google”, as shown in Figure 10. 

The new search engine can search information of the 

disaster prevention materials other than the literature, for 

instance static digital image, as shown in Figure11.

4. Conclusions 

In this year, we have improved the work system and 

introduced a high-speed scanner for the increase in the 

work efficiency. As a result, by the end of 2004 fiscal 

year, we completed digitization the preserved literature 

in the DPRI (all DPRI Annuals, DPRI Bulletin from 

No.25 to No.45, DPRI extension lecture from No.1 to 



No14). In addition, we constructed the prototype of a 

new search engine to be able to search the disaster 

prevention research materials of DPRI including the 

DPRI Annuals. The search engine can retrieve disaster 

prevention information other than the literature. 

For the future, we are going to enrich search engine 

functions that offer the data of many other disaster 

prevention materials in DPRI (Video, Printed matter 

exceeding A4 size). 
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